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A simple way to understand EKGs is a
step-by-step guide to understanding EKGs,
explaining the basic concepts and practical
information without overwhelming the
readers with exhaustive detail. It is
up-to-date in accordance with the latest
(2009)
AHA/ACCF/HRS
recommendations for the standardization
and interpretation of the electrocardiogram.
The goal of this book is to make a
seemingly complicated electrocardiogram
simple to understand and easy to
remember. It is intended for anyone,
including patients, medical students, nurses
and primary care physicians who want to
read and understand EKGs. The book is
divided into six easy-to-read chapters:
Know the heart, Know its function, Know
the basics, Know the concepts, Explore the
mysteries,and Start the journey and enjoy
the experience. The first chapter deals
briefly on the anatomy of the heart, and its
electrical conduction system. The second
chapter explains the interrelationship
between the heart, coronary arteries, the
lungs, and the autonomic nervous system
to constantly deliver an optimum supply of
oxygen (and nutrients) to all parts of the
body. The third chapters describes the
electrical system of the heart that regularly
and constantly paces the heart to contract
(pump), the basic functions of an EKG
machine, the 12-standard EKG leads, and
the genesis of an electrocardiogram. The
fourth chapter elaborates the electrical axis
of the heart and its relationship to the
changing patterns of EKGs. It describes
extensively the benefits and limitations of
an EKG to diagnose hypertrophy,
myocardial infarction (MI), and conduction
blocks as a consequence of MI. The fifth
chapter explores the mechanisms of
arrhythmias,
the
importance
of
differentiating wide-complex tachycardia,
the various forms of tachy-arrhythmias and
their clinical implications. The final
chapters presents a wide variety of case
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studies to provide readers with an
opportunity to test their newly acquired
knowledge during the journey of reading
this book, an analysis of each
electrocardiogram, and notes for each case,
highlighting the clues that lead to the
diagnosis.
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A simple way to understand EKGs: MD PhD Felix Partono ECG Interpretation. Mission: Your eyes wont see if you
dont know what you are looking for. ECG 101. Representation of bio-electrical currents. using leads . Goldberger:
Clinical Electrocardiography: A Simplified Approach. 7th. Understanding ECGs ( EKG ) - YouTube Title, A Simple
Way to Understand EKGs. Author, Felix Partono. Publisher, Felix Partono, 2010. ISBN, 0578056941, 9780578056944.
Length, 325 pages. Read a rhythm strip in 5 min - YouTube Help readers understand and interpret ECG recordings.
Reduce A detailed explanation of how to determine the axis is beyond the scope of this article but the ECG FOR
DUMMIES. HEART RATE DETERMINATION TUTORIAL The ultimate guide to EKG (ECG) interpretation
for nurses. Covering In fact you can interpret ANY heart rhythm in just 5 simple steps. Let me ECG Rule of Fours Life in the Fast Lane A simple way to understand EKGs is a step-by-step guide to understanding EKGs, explaining the
basic concepts and practical information without overwhelming A Simple Way to Understand EKGs : MD Phd Felix
Partono I always struggle with ECGs, the intern stammers I just dont know where to like my approach to
Resuscitation, is to Keep It Simple Stupid! Reading EKG - Practical Clinical Skills Intro EKG Interpretation Part
1 - YouTube It will teach you all the important things you need to know about ECG spicing up the pages with a bit of
humor along the way, to Plane and simple. A Simple Way To Understand Ekgs by Md Phd Felix Partono A basic
ECG course and practice drills and quiz. ECG Workbook to practice your ECG analysis skills and to learn over 40
different types of ECG tracings. a tutorial about the main features of ECGs along with a method for analyzing ECGs. 15
Second EKG Part 1 (THE 5 RULES TO INTERPRET - YouTube - 8 min - Uploaded by Robert DelikatAn
introduction to EKG Interpretation covering Normal Sinus Rhythm and Bradycardia. Intro EKG Electrocardiogram
- Practical Clinical Skills A simple way to understand EKGs is a step-by-step guide to understanding EKGs, explaining
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the basic concepts and practical information without overwhelming Basic Cardiac Rhythms Identification and
Response - 10 min - Uploaded by Michael Linares15 Second EKG *Part 1* (THE 5 RULES TO INTERPRET ANY
RYTHM) . Complicated ECG Interpretation Incredibly Easy Identify normal and abnormal components on the
EKG. learn in this module for consistency with each strip that you interpret Methods to determine heart rate. none It
will teach you all the important things you need to know about ECG spicing up the pages with a bit of humor along the
way, to Plane and simple. 10 Steps to Learn ECG Interpretation - Healio Knowing the basic parts of an ECG
tracing will lay a good foundation for . Sometimes the best way to remember an ECG findings is to associate it with an
ECG Interpretation Practice Drills - Practical Clinical Skills Buy A Simple Way to Understand EKGs by MD Phd
Felix Partono (ISBN: 9780578056944) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. 10 Steps to
Learn ECG Interpretation - Healio This short course reviews the main features of EKG tracings. A method for
analyzing EKGs is also presented. This method includes assessment of rhythm, ECG Made Simple Our Reading EKG
Lessons and Reference Guides provide basic training for EKG about the main features of EKGs along with a method
for analyzing ECGs. Learn to Read ECG IN 5 Minutes - YouTube - 5 min - Uploaded by V TsI am a cardiologist
and here I offer you simple and clear practical method of ECG assessments EKG Basics Training - Practical Clinical
Skills - 4 min - Uploaded by MedicineStepByStepA simple explanation to understand ECGs. www. Medicine Step by
Step aims to deliver A Simple Way to Understand EKGs (Paperback) - In this new regular series ECGs for the
fainthearted Dr Heather Wetherell will be interpreting ECGs in a non-threatening and simple way. Confident We
shouldnt look for a bundle branch block until we know were dealing with a supraventricular rhythm. This simple rule
will keep you out of a Interpret EKGs Strips Like a Boss! (ekg interpretation for nurses - 5 min - Uploaded by
Authority GuideLearn to Read / Interpret ECG IN 5 Minutes - ECG Made Easy for Doctors. Easy EKG for A Simple
Way to Understand EKGs: : MD Phd Felix The Six-Step Method for 12-Lead ECG Interpretation EMS 12
Lead The Paperback of the A Simple Way To Understand Ekgs by Md Phd Felix Partono at Barnes & Noble. FREE
Shipping on $25 or more! ECG Interpretation Incredibly Easy - The HeartCheck The EKG practice drills provide a
fast and interactive method for learning EKGs. EKGs are interpreted by medical professionals to understand the
following:.
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